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Term 3  - Knowledge Organiser 

Financial Decision Making Key words

• Most mortgages run for 25 years but the term 
can be shorter or longer. The loan is ‘secured’ 
against the value of your home until it’s paid off. 
If you can’t keep up your repayments the lender 
can repossess (take back) your home and sell it 
so they get their money back.

• A credit rating is an score given to individuals. 
The score is based on how likely they are to pay 
back any money they borrow. A low score means 
it will be difficult for people to borrow money or 
may be charged high interest rates if they do.

• When calculating income tax: 
The first £12,500 is tax free.
From £12,501 to £50,000, you pay 20%.
From £50,001 to £150,000, you pay 40%
Over £150,001, you pay 45%
• Cyber-dependent crimes are offences that can 

only be committed using a computer, computer 
networks or other forms of information 
communications technology (ICT). 

• Cyber-enabled crimes  can be conducted on or 
offline, but online, it can take place at 
unprecedented scale and speed.

Retire To leave one’s job or cease to work. 

State 
pension

The State Pension is a promise by the 
government to pay you a set amount of 
money each week from a set age. 

Mortgage A mortgage is a loan taken out to buy 
property or land.

Deposit This is a chunk of money that goes towards 
the cost of the property you’re buying.

Budget
A plan of how someone spends money, 
taking all their incoming and outgoing 
payments into consideration

Deb t A sum of money that is owed or due. 

Interest 
Interest is the cost of borrowing money 
typically expressed as an annual percentage 
of the loan.

Employee
A person who works under the direction of 
somebody else for their wages.  They 
usually have a contract with the company.

Tax Evasion The illegal underpayment of tax. 
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Title: How do I budget effectively?
Connect – Match the key word to the definition 

Balance An organisation supplying the community with 
electricity, gas, water, or sewerage.

Current account When money is borrowed from a lender and 
agreed to be repaid later.

Utility When money is removed from your bank 
account.

Credit How much money is available to you at any one 
time

Debit A type of bank account that keeps your money 
secure and helps you manage your finances.

Use purple pen to correct your answers 

Budgeting – Use the case study about Chris to create a budget

Correct your budget in purple pen

Mind map – What do you have to pay for to run a household?

Use purple pen to amend/add to your mind map 

Household 
Costs



Title: How do savings accounts and pensions work?

Match the savings methods to the definition 

ISA
A low interest savings account where money can be withdrawn 
at any time. 

Jam-Jar Account A vessel in which cash can be stored at home. 

Instant Access Account
A higher-interest savings account where you inform the bank 
within a specific amount of time that you want to withdraw the 
money. 

Piggy Bank
Also known as budgeting or rent accounts, they let you divide 
your money into different “jars” to help you budget. 

Notice account
An individuals savings account where interest can be earned tax 
free. 

Use purple pen to correct your answers 

Questions 

1) What is the difference between a state and personal pension?

2) What is the advantage of a life time ISA?

3) Why might some people not have access to a state pension?

4) What is interest on a savings account?

Use purple pen to amend/add to your ideas. 

Connect Task – Mind map  “What would you need to consider before you started saving money?”

Use purple pen to amend/add to your mind map 

Considerations 
before saving 



Title: What is a mortgage? 
List your 3 main take aways from the video –

•

•

•

Use purple pen to amend/add to your ideas. 

Questions – answer in full sentences 

1. What is a mortgage? 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What is the mortgage secured against until you pay it off in full? 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

3. What can happen if you keep up to your mortgage payments? 
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Use purple pen to amend/add to your ideas. 

Plenary – key vocabulary match up

Budget A loan taken out to buy property or land. 

Mortgage
A plan of how someone spends money, taking all their incoming 
and outgoing payments into consideration

Lender
The organisation that you borrow the money from to buy the 
property. 

Deposit 
The money you pay back (usually monthly) to pay off the 
mortgage over time. 

Repayments 
A chunk of money that goes towards the cost of the property 
you’re buying.

Use purple pen to correct your answers 



Title: How do I prevent and manage debt? 

Create a money management plan for Samir : 

Use purple pen to amend/add to your ideas. 

Create an action plan for Samir:

•

•

•

•

Use purple pen to amend/add to your ideas. 

Key Vocabulary – Define the word ‘debt’

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Use purple pen to amend/add to your ideas. 



Case Study: Dexter, age 24 – Example 

Case Study: Samir, age 24 – Example 



Title: What is taxation and how does it work?
Mind map the types of tax in the UK you can think of: 

Use purple pen to add to your ideas

Types of tax in 
the UK

How much income tax would Sam, Louise and Katie pay? 

Use purple pen to correct your answers

Person Calculations Amount of income 
tax to pay

Sam

Louise

Katie 

Calculating national insurance

1. Erika has a part time job in Sainsbury’s.  She earns £60 per week. 

2. Jamie works as a receptionist where he earns £270 per week. 

Use purple pen to correct your answers



Title: What are the risks of online gambling? 

Connect – List as many examples of gambling you can think of 

•

•

•

•

Use purple pen to add to your ideas

•

•

•

•

Describe what ‘gamblers fallacy’ is. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Use purple pen to amend or add to your idea

Mind map as many consequences of gambling you can think of 

Use purple pen to add to your ideas

Consequences 
of Gambling

Summarise some of the consequences of gambling of the people/groups below:

Use purple pen to amend and add to your ideas

Individual Friends, family, school and work The community 



Title: What is fraud and cybercrime? 
Mind map: 

Use purple pen to add to your ideas

Ways to protect 
yourself against 

fraud. 

Key vocabulary – Define ‘cybercrime’ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Use purple pen to amend or add to your idea

Analysing Bobbie’s decisions: 

1. What techniques did H@cktor use to convince Bobbie to take down the bank’s website?
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What do you think convinced Bobbie to agree? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

3. What do you think H@cktor’s reasons are for wanting to take down the bank’s website? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

4. When during the conversation could Bobbie have made a different decision or acted differently?
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Use purple pen to amend or add to your idea
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